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COMING UP
Happening In May:
May 1st-Fire Drill
May 4th-1st Field Trip
May 10th -Early Release
& Sprit Day
May 16th Leadership
Lunch
May 18th Field Day &
Sprit Day
May 29th – Leadership
Assembly
May 30th –Talent Show
& Last Day of School

Lions Find Their Voice
Find Your Voice is our new habit. It’s Habit 8! Finding your voice means to find
your true nature and gifts, then use them to help others find their talents. The
teachers here at Line Creek wanted us to do the same, or at least start by finding our
voices, so we participated in Interest Based Clubs on early release day in April!
There were many options to choose from so the teachers put together a survey for us
to fill out. Here are a few that many Line Creekers participated in:
- Cooking (Made wraps and yogurt parfaits)
- Dance (Practiced some dance moves )
- Singing (Sang songs)
- Cup Stacking (Learned how to cup stack)
- Random Acts of Kindness (Did many secret RAK things)
- Board Games (Played lots of fun board games!)
- Dogs (Made chew toys and learned dog care)
- The Harry Potter club (Got “sorted” into a house and made fun Harry Potter
stuff!)
- League of Classy Gentlemen (Learned how to tie a tie and treat others
nicely)
We will do another interest based club meeting in May! Can’t wait to see the fun
things we will be learning and practicing. Thank you to all of our teachers and staff
who work hard to help us “Find Your Voice”! (By: Lily Moore)

Habits at School: My Favorite Habit
This month each class gets to pick their own habit to work on. All of the habits are a little
different but they all work together to help us work hard, get better at things and be kind to others.
One of our favorite habits is to synergize. When people work together they synergize. That means
everyone helps and shares ideas. Things get done and people are happy. Another favorite habit is
Think Win-Win. Thinking Win-Win means that you don’t get stuck on feeling sad or mad about
YOUR TITLE
HERE
something.
You think
positive and find a solution to problems. We are starting to learn about a
new habit, Habit 8, Find Your Voice. This means we find something we are good at or like doing
and use our talent to help others! Wouldn’t everyone be happier if we all practiced the Habits?!
(by: Monica Heuermann, Meklit Seme & Tsedeniya Seme)

50 Years of LEARNING and LEADING

Oh What Do You Do In The Summertime?
By: Lauren Criswell, Laurel Barton & Abby Foster
Have you ever gotten bored in the summer? Well if you have, we asked the classes and staff at
Line Creek what their favorite things to do in the summer are. The top three choices were 1st: Swimming,
2nd: Traveling, and Playing Outside, 3rd: Having Family Over.
We also asked them how they keep learning. Those who took the survey replied by saying: 1st:
Reading, 2nd: Exercise, and 3rd: Going to the Zoo.
Lion Leader Press journalists enjoy all those things too! We also like to run, play sports, exercise,
and go bowling. Lion Leader Press keeps on learning by going to summer school, watching storyline
online, and doing science experiments.
We also keep learning by doing the summer by doing the reading program, going to the Library,
and reading on RAZ-kids!

Give Summer School a Try!
Have questions about summer school? Wonder if it’s for you? We sat down with Dr. Reno (summer
school principal) and got some answers. First of all summer school is going to be at Line Creek and only
Line Creek students will attend. To register get a paper from the office and have your parents fill it out.
You can still ride the bus if that’s how you come to school, or participate in Adventure Club. Sign up is
going on now, don’t put it off, register soon! Summer school will start on June 4th and go through July
3rd. Dr. Reno said that it is a great way to get ready for next school year and not forget everything you
learned. But, it’s not required and you won’t get to move to a higher grade but there are lots of fun
things that go on during summer school. It will start at 7:45 AM which is earlier than regular school but
it gets over at 2:25 PM. Plenty of time to play with friends or do other fun things in your neighborhood.
Hope to see you there!
(By: Malcolm LaCour & Justin Woodland)

Understanding a Kid’s Brain
The amygdala is the part of your brain
that controls your emotions. Emotions like
happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and
frustration. The average size of an amygdala
is the size of 1-2 almonds (wikipedia).
The cerebrum is the part of your brain
that controls most of your social interactions.
Your amygdala and your cerebrum often
work together to form your social
interactions.
Having developmentally appropriate
expectations will help you feel less frustration
and take your child's behavior less personally.
We all have ideas about what's appropriate
based on the beliefs of our family, society, or
culture in which we live. We send our
children messages about who we think they
are and how society views them through our
language and interactions
(teachthroughlove.com)
(By: Liam
& Grant
Tullis)Moore)
(By:Moore
Grant Tullis
& Liam
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Kid’s Corner

By: Henry Johnson

A. What do you get if you mix the beach with the witch?
B. What did the baker say when he caught robbing the bank?
A Sandwich B. I needed the dough.

Knock knock
Whos there
FBI
FB…
Hey we are asking the questions!

Build a Table Top Hovercraft
Materials Needed:
CD or DVD
9’’ balloon
Pop-top cap from a water bottle
Hot glue gun
Tape
Directions: Cover the center hole of the
CD with a piece of tape and poke about
6 holes in the tape with a push pin or
nail. Use the hot glue gun to glue the
cap to the center of the CD. Make sure
there is a good seal. Blow up the
balloon all the way, pinch the neck but
don’t tie! Make sure the pop-top is
closed and fit the balloon over the poptop cap (You might need a friend or
sibling to help you). Ready to hover?
Put it over a smooth surface and pop the
top open!
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By: Boden Cummings and Avery Conklin
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See You Later!
Thank you for reading our student newspaper this year. We had lots of fun
creating and writing about things we like! See you next school year!
- Lion Leader Press Journalists

More Interest Based Club Pictures . . . .
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